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Overall 

Alarm issues in the office building. 

The Vestry approved expenditures, not to exceed $95,000, for a trailer to enhance office and meeting 

space on campus, as presented by the Finance Committee.  

The Trustees Capital Request to proceed with purchasing the 8x28 shed was presented to the Vestry 

again, to include purchasing interior heavy duty shelving, and an expenditure, not to exceed $9,000, was 

approved.   

Sound and Music Team working to finalize their recommendations for Sound Improvements in the 

Church.  

 

Buildings 

Church  

The purple Liriope in the front church beds was removed. 

Worldgate repaired the leak from the dormer window closest to the sound booth. 

A new leak was discovered from the dormer window closest to the Sacristy. 

The Sound and Music Team Leaders are close to finalizing the recommendation for replacing the sounds 

boards and other improvements that they have been investigating.  

Hart Asbury reported a broken kneeler - fixed it by putting the bolt back in place that somebody gave 

me a week or two ago that was laying on the floor. 

Mercer Hall (School) 

Over spring break squirrels chewed two holes in the fascia and moved into the attic. Seeking contractors 

to replace the fascia on the building.  

 Proposal from Technocasa for PVC $6,500 

 Waiting for proposal from Gutterman 

Angels Cleaning service cleaned the interior of the building and power washed the exterior of the 

building for the start of the new school year 

Reset landscape edging at rear entry 

Planed Storage Room door 

Repaired door to Art Storage Room   

Boslaugh Hall (Church Office) 

Reach members painted Will’s office (Sherwin Williams “Grayish”)  

Repeated Alarm Issues:  



 8/9 calls from ADT received - “trouble”/ P4 notification of alarm – then again  

 8/18 Friday at 1:20 pm and at 8:20 pm 

 8/19 in the am reading “normal”   3:50 pm alarm signal 

 8/21 12:25 am and at 8/21 3:35 am 
 
ADT is not to call the GM or trustees with notification between Midnight and 8 am unless there is a REAL 
emergency 
 

Property Management  

Keller Landscape aerated and reseeded the lawn across the campus.  

Replaced light bulbs in the School and Sanctuary 

Leftover food and garbage remain a constant issue.  After a function, the organization should take the 

trash to the dumpster. 

A deposit of $3,210 (50%) was made to “This N That” Amish Outlet for an 8 ft X 28 ft storage shed to be 

installed on the old propane tank concrete pad.  We obtained  

Trailer Planning:  

Someone asked if we needed two exits for the trailer.  Per the building code we do. 

Assuming the trailer is 24’ x 60’ or 1440 s.f. 

Assuming there are four corner offices/storage of 12 x 8 or 96 s.f. x 4 = 384 

Taking 384 s.f. from 1440 yields 1056 s.f. 

Classifying the main space as Education (20 s.f. per person) and the corner offices as Business (100 s.f. 

per person or 4 people) or Storage the occupancy load for the trailer is 57.  Any space with an occupancy 

of over 50 requires two means of egress. 

The second means of egress does not need a ramp and can exit to the small platform at the bottom of 

the stairs. 

The thinking is to have a second door on the back, across from the main entrance, that would only be 

used like a school bus emergency exit door. 

Sound System Upgrade Project:  

Here is the current information on the Sound System Upgrade project for the Trustee report.  Let me 

know if you need any additional information.  I have CC'd Jack on this email as he may have some 

updates from this past week as I have not been in town. 

Team members: 

 Lawrence Panetta - Sound team ministry leader 

 Jack Walton - St. David's Music Director 
 



Contributors:  

 Liz Mesecher  

 Jeff Rubin 

 Connie Olivera 

 John Ware 

 Bruce MacMonigle 

 Allan Steed 
 

Six companies have visited St. David's to analyze our current sound and video system.  We asked each of 

them to give us a proposal to fix what we feel are the issues with our current system. 

Current system issues: 

 Convert our 2-mixer system to a single mixer located at the current sound booth. 

 Upgrade our portable speaker system to one designed for our space.  

 Fix our current system's feedback issues and sound quality issues.  

 Fix reliability issues we have with our current system.  
 
All the companies were also asked to give us a proposal that would allow us to record and stream video 

from the sanctuary.  

The estimates we received, range from about $6,000 to $96,000.  The high estimate includes just about 

every upgrade imaginable (new screen, updated lighting, new wireless mics, a band monitor system, 

etc.) while the low estimate will need numerous additions to get to the minimal system we feel is 

needed.  

In addition to the proposal cost, we have discovered that there are a couple items that these companies 

don't cover. These include: 

Any electrical work needed such as new electrical circuits for the equipment.  

Expansion of the current sound booth to accommodate the new equipment.  Some of the proposals 

have mixers that are larger than the counter space we currently have available.  

Engineering analysis to determine if we can hang speakers from the roof.  This analysis will need to 

determine the speaker weight limit and the attachment plan to spread to load correctly.  

The project leads have looked at all the proposals and are currently determining the exact scope of the 

final design.  Once that is finalized, we will go back to the companies we feel can most meet our needs / 

budget and ask them to rework their proposals to the scope of our final design.  

The banner posts were cleared on Claiborne, so the School could put up the Banner for the new school 
year.  
 



   
 
Jerry M. trimmed the trees in front of the Church Main West entrance. 
 

   
 
Church Cemetery and Columbarium’s  
 
“Find a Grave” is a public web site we have found for finding graves at our cemetery.  Groups or 

individuals can update these records as information evolves over time.   

https://www.findagrave.com/ cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=cr&GSln= dove&GSiman=1&GScid=2251738& 

GRid=24985716&CRid=2251738& 

 
Ellen Lyford’s gravesite was cleaned up; the ground over the coffin was cleared of rocks to smooth the 
surface, so new dirt and grass seed could be put down.  A pink flower was also planted to bring life to 
the site.  
 

        
 

https://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=cr&GSln=dove&GSiman=1&GScid=2251738&GRid=24985716&CRid=2251738&
https://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=cr&GSln=dove&GSiman=1&GScid=2251738&GRid=24985716&CRid=2251738&


     
 

   
 

 
 
 
 
For the Trustees, 
Allan Steed, Marilyn Tracy, Jeff Rubin, Lawrence Panetta and Chris Smith  
 


